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ABSTRACT. The noise in buried channel charge coupled devices was measured and was found
to be composed of noise from four sources, output amplifier noise, dark current noise,
electrical input noise and bulk state trapping noise. Because of the low levels of noise
achieved in the output amplifier and ln the electrical Input of signal it was possible to
make direct measurements of the dependence of bulk state trapping noise on Input signal,
clock rate and spectral frequency, The measured results for all the noise sources were
found to be in satisfactory agreement with theoretical expectations.
I,

INTRODUCTION

In this paper an Investigation is made
of the noise sources which limit the dynamIc range of a burled channel charge coupled
device (CCD) linear shift regi"ster. There
were four sources of noise \'lhlch were observedj output amplifier noise, dark current noise, electrical input noise and
bulk state trapping noise. The noise
level of each of these sources \'Jas found
to be in reasonable agreement with the
theoretical expectations.

at a 500 kHz clock rate, a typical value
of noise due to dark current was 20 e-.

A procedure was developed and will
be presented In Section V which made it
possible to separate the relative contributions of each of the above four compoents of no! se. However, in order to perfonn this separation, an output amplifier
was needed which had a very low noise
leveL It was found that satisfactory
noise levels could be obtained by the use
of correlated double sampling1 (CDS) If
very careful optimization of band limiting
and pulse timing was employed. A noise
analysis will be given in Section VI which
Identifies the tradeoffs involved In this
optimization. Using the results of this
analysis It was possible to obtain noise
levels of less than 30 e- (rms noise
electrons).

Because of the low noise levels which
were obtained for the previous three noise
sources, it was possible to make extensive
direct measurements of the noise due to
bulk state trapping, the level of which
ranged from less than tO to greater than
100 noise electrons. In Section IX
measurements of the spectral density of
bulk state trapping noise will be presented as well as its dependence on input
signal and clock rate. 5 The most abundant
bulk trap was identified as being introduced by gold impurities which had a density on the order of tollcm-3.

In Section VII the dark current noise
as expected was found to be well characterized by shot noise and for our devices

A low noise design of the 11 flll and
splll 11 type Input vms used which will be
described in Section VIII. 9 J 3 ' 4 This
input structure made it possible to electrically inject very low noise signals.
The dependence of this noise on signal
size \'las found to be in satisfactory agreement with a simple phenomenological theory.

In Sections 11-V general information
Is given about the test devlc~measurement
procedures and data presentation. In
particular, In Section II a description of
the device will be given as well as some
of its performance characteristics. In
Section Ill a few definitions wi II be
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presented and in Section IV the test instrumentation will be described.
In Section V a summary is given of the
characteristics of the four observed noise
sources, which are described In detail in
Sections VI-IX.

II.

e

TEST DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

A portion of the 150 stage linear shift
register v1hich was used exclusively in these
noise measurements is shown in Figure I, It
makes use of overlapping gate, four phase
clocks (600 charge transfers) with an electrode size of 7.5 ~m x 125 ~· The metallization masks were compatible with both
A£-A£ 201 -A£6 and poly-silicon-aluminum
double level metal systems. 7 Both of these
metallization methods were used in fabrication without noticeable effect on device
operation. The thermally grovm oxide under
the metal gates was typically 1300 A thick
and it was grown on (100) oriented, p-type
substrates with a typical resistivity of
about 30 n-cm. The n-type layer in the
active CCD area which when depleted forms
the buried channel 8 was introduced by ion
Implantation followed by a short drive-In
diffusion. The ioo implantation dose was
typically 1.5 x to 12 cm-2 of phosphorus ions
and the resulting depth after diffusion of
the buried channel ranged In depth from
2000-3000 A from the Si02-Si interface.
The CCDs were selected so that only
those devices which exhibited low transfer
inefficiency and dark current were used in
the measurements. The transfer Inefficiency
vtas less than 1 x 10-5 (fraction of the signa 1 packet 1os t each trans fer) 1n the best
devices but was more typically on the order
of 2 x lo-5. The dark current ranged from
3-8 na/cm2 and the devices were also checked
to eliminate those which exhibited points of
localized avalanching (spikes). Measurements were made using gate controlled diodes
on the same r.c., to separate the bulk and
surface contributions to the dark current
and in this way bulk lifetimes of 200 ~s were
determined with surface ·recombination velocities of less than 5 em/sec.
An important characteristic in determining the performance of a buried channel
device is the distribution of the signal
charge in the buried channel. 9 This distribution is controlled by the profile of
the n-type buried channel layer and for use
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in later sections the calculated distribution of signal charge is shown in Figure 2
for the impurity profile, N1M(X), (shown as
the dashed line in Figure 2) given by

where XG = • 2~, NA

=

(I)

5 x 10 14cm-3 and NoosE=

1.0 x to12cm-2. In this figure a one dimensional plot of the charge distribution is
shown in the direction from the Si-Si02
interface (X= 0) into the silicon. The
charge is shown in Figure 2 to be located
in a layer which extends from .11 ~ to
• 16 ~for a signal charge of 7.3 x Jo9
e-/cm-2. This layer ls observed to increase
in width and move closer to the surface as·
the quantity of signal charge is increased.
This property of the signal charge in buried
channe 1 devices v1i 11 be found to sIgn if Icantly affect their noise characteristics.

I I 1.

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

Throughout this
noise voltage levels
as the number of rms
to the charge packet

paper the measured rms
will always be presented
noise electrons referred
ln the CCD channel.

In order to simplify comparisons between
the spectral density and rms voltage measurements and to facilitate comparison of measurements at different clock rates, the
units which v1ill be used in the spectral
density measurements wi 11 be the 11 equivalent 11
number of rms noise electrons, n(f), which
is defined by
2

I

n (f) = R2

(2)

in which R (volts/electron) is the responsivity of the entire output circuit which Includes source follower, CDS circuit and hi9h
gain amplifier, VWA(f) is the wave analyzer
reading over a bati·dwidth, B, which is
centered at a frequency f. The function
G(f) characterizes the sample and hold output waveform and for a sample. pulse which is
much shorter than the clock period, G(f) is
given by
G(f)

(3)

To calculate the actual number of rms
noise electrons, n, from the wave analyzer
reading the follm·Jing expression should be
usedl 0
n

v~A (f)

2

B

I

-;;(f)

df

(4)

Therefore, n(f) is equal to n when the spectrum is white (independent of frequency) but
for a genera I non-white spectrums (e. g., the
noise from bulk state trapping), nand n(f)
are related by
fc/2
n2
2 _r
n2(f) df
(5)
::::r fc oJ
The notation which will be used is
that actual rms noise electron values
(Eq. 4) will be denoted by n 1 in w~ich the
Subscript, I, will denote the particular
noise source. To denote the spectral density as the equivalent number of rms noise
electrons (Eq. 2) the argument, f, is
added n (f), which identifies the frequency
1
at which the spectral density Is being
evaluated.
In order to provide a noise source
llstandard 11 to check the accuracy of the
overall measurement setup an optical input
was introduced by a simple light bulb placed
in a 1 i ght tight box over the ceo (as shown
In Figure 3). By monitoring the average
current out of the device using the ammeter
in the drain of T1, it is possible to calculate the number of optically Introduced
electrons, Nopt from \'thich can be calcu2.
lated the expected shot noise level of(N t) 2
0
This calibration procedure gave confidencg
that the noise measurement accuracy was
within± 10%.

JV,

TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The test setup used for the noise
measurements is shown in Figure 3. A standard floating diffusion Ol_Jtput v1as used
(which will be discussed later) vthich is
composed of the on-chip MOSFETS Tl and T2,
In the drain of the reset transistor T1
an ammeter is shown which is used to determine the responslvlty, R(volts/electron),
of the CeD output by measuring the change
in current corresponding to a change in the
output voltage.
The output of the ceo
!.C. at point B is then processed using a
circuit v1hich implements correlated double
sampling (COS)~ The CDS cl rcui t performs
two functions; first, it removes the noise

introduced by the preset of node A by Tl, and
it also converts the output into a sample and
hold format which can be amplified without
saturating a high gain amplifier. The amplifier \'lhich was used had a gain of 200,
and an equivalent input spot noise level
of 3 nv/Hzl/2, The output of this amp! lfler
was then fed Into either a wave analyzer
(HP 310A) which has a 3000 Hz bandwidth for
spectral density measurements or into a.
multi-channel analyzer (MCA) for rms voltage
measurements. The MCA was operated in the
mode which provides a vis~al display and
storage of the.:amplitude distribution of
the noise which is Gaussian for all the CCD
noise sources(as expected for most physical
noise sources). An advantage of this approach
for rms voltage measurements is that spurious
non-Gaussian signals (e.g., 60 Hz) can be
easily identified and then eliminated.

V.

NOISE SOURCES

As discussed in the introduction, an
important purpose of this investigation was
to determine whether the theoretical understanding of the CCD noise sources is consistent with experimental evidence. The
four types of noise which were observed \'Jere
due to; 1) Output ampll fi er, 2) Dark current,
3) Electrical input and 4) Bulk state trapping.
A brief description vlill now be given
of each of the above contributions along
vlith a procedure which makes it possible to
Investigate individually the noise from each
of the four sources.

I)

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER

Output amplifier noise will be described
In Section V and wi 11 be defined as the
noise generated after the last CCD transfer
has taken place. In the experimental setup
shovm in Figure 3 the largest contribution
to the noise of the output amp 1 if i er was
generated by the thermal or Johnson-Nyquist
noise in the source follm'ler, T2• A small
amount of additional noise was generated in
the CDS circuit following T2• The output
amplifier noise could be separated from the
other three noise sources by simply reversing
the direction of the ceo clocks. All dark
current (thermally generated minority
carriers) will then be clocked out the input
diode (which is biased \'lith a high D.C.
voltage) so that any noise measured at the
wave analyzer (or MCA) is due only to the
output circuits.
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2)

DARK CURRENT

Dark current noise \'Jill be briefly dis-

cussed In Section VI I and is due to the
thermal generation of electrons at the
Sio 2-si interface and in the bulk material} 5

Since this generation Is totally random,
the collection of these carriers into the
buried channel results in full shot noise
on the number of generated electrons. 11

This Is a white noise source, the amplitude

of which can be determined by measuring
the noise while the device is being clocked
forward without electrical input of charge

and then subtracting the output amplifier
noise which .,.ms measured when the device

was being clocked in reverse. As usual in
subtracting (or adding) noise voltage, the
subtraction (or addition) is in quadrature,
I.e., the measured noise voltages must be
converted to power (voltage squared) before
the two noise levels are subtracted (or
added).
3)

THE ELECTRICAL INPUT NOISE

The electrical input noise was measured
on a 11 fi11 and splll 11 type Input (see Section VIII) which was especially designed
for low noise operation. The separation of
this noise from the output amplifier and
dark current contributions can be .performed by
simply subtracting out In quadrature the
noise measured without any introduced signal. The separation of Input noise from
the bulk state trapping contribution Is
somewhat more difficult ln that lt is necessary to make use of their characteristic
spectral distributions. This Is possible
because the correlated nature of bulk state
trapping noise~ 2 results in a suppression
of the noise at low spectral frequencies
so that the noise measured at these frequencies Is due only to the spectrally flat
Input noise.
4)

BULK STATE TRAPPING NOISE

Bulk state trapping noise was found to
account for all the remaining noise after
the noise due to the above three sources
were subtracted out in quadrature from the
measured readings. It is easily Identifiable
because of the above mentioned spectral density frequency distribution resultin¥ from
the correlated aspect of this noise. 2
This noise source also has a relatively
strong dependence on clock rate and input
signa1 6 and in Section IX measurements will
be presented which will explore these
dependences.
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VI.

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER NOISE

A critical aspect of noise measurements
(and operation in general) of CCDs is the
performance of the charge detection circuitry. The method used in these measurements v1as correlated double sampling (CDS)
v1hich was developed by M. White, et. al,~
for low light level image arrays. This
technique not only has the capability if
properly Implemented to achieve very low
noise levels but has the additional advantages
of being linear, stable and that implementation can be easily performed off chip (or
on-chip) with only a few MOSFETS. Also, the
final output is In a sample and hold format
which Is Important for noise measurements
because it minimizes signal power at the
clock rate and therefore allows high gain
amplification.
In spite of the apparent simplicity of
this technique it was found that only by
careful optimization of the timing of the
sampling pulses as well as introduction of
appropriate filtering was It possible to
achieve noise levels below 30 noise electrons. In order to understand the tradeoffs involved In this optimization a large
part of this section wi 11 be devoted to a
noise analysis of this output. Also the
contributions of the various noise sources
in the circuit which was implemented will
be discussed. First, however, a brief
review wi 11 be given of the operation of
COS, as well as discussion of the circuits
used for the imp 1ementat ion.
I MPLEI1ENTAT I ON OF CORRELATED DOUBLE SAMPLING

Figure 4 is a schematic representation
of the circuit which was used to implement
CDS. The portion of this circuitry which
\'Jason the CCD 1. C. (on chip) is composed of
two MOSFETS, T1 and T2• The purpose of
transistor TJ (shown as a switch) is to
preset the output capacitance, C0 , (the
capacitance of node A) to a vo 1tage sufficiently high to deplete the buried channel.
The signal packet is then transferred onto
this capacitance and discharges it towards
ground. The resultant change in voltage is
sensed by the source follower amplifier T2
and is brought off the chip at point B.
The voltage waveform which Is observed at
point B is shown in Figure 5. The preset
takes place in the time interval from t 0
to t 1 and the signal transfers onto node A
at time t3. It is well known that because
of the thennal noise In the channel of TJ

there Is a noise due to the preset operation
given by 1 ' 11
n

1

I
;c
= - (kTC ) 2
q
0

(6)

The output capacitance of the device used
In these measurements was C0 =- .25 pf which
would yield the unacceptably high noise
level of 200 e- if the output were taken at
this point 'llithout further processing.
The COS technique provides an approach
for removal of this preset noise. 1 As discussed by White, et. at,; \'Jhen the preset
switch is opened node A has a time constant
given by Roff C0 where Roff Is the resistance to A. C. ground of node A when transistor TJ is off and Is typically> 1olOAo
The preset noise, OJ wi II therefore be
correlated between any tNO samples which
are taken after the preset at t). A discussion of this correlation Is given in
Appendix A. Therefore If the output is
taken to be the difference In voltage of
the samples at times t 2 and t4 (shown in
Figure 5) subject to the constraints tt <
t 2 < t~ < t4 < t5. The preset noise will
approximately cancel and only the change
In voltage due to the transfer of the signal charge wl II be observed. If the time
between the two samples (t4-t2) is too long
compared to the time constant Roff C0 then
the correlation of the noise is decreased and
the noise level, "A' wi.ll be measureJ 3 (see

"~"::·

':. [·" . .·: .; ~:r

in voltage is taken between these two samples the noise, np from each sample adds in
quadrature and yields a resultant noise
level of /2 OJ which can be seen from Eq. 7•
The circuit which was used to take the
d i ffe renee In _the t\<JO samp 1es is shown in
Figure 4. The signal \'las capacitlvely
coupled at point 8 by capacitor Cc and the
clamped to a D.C. voltage at time t2• The
voltage difference was sampled and held on
capacitor CsH by briefly closing MOSFET
switch T5 at time t4. The buffer amplifiers
T4 and T6 were both MOSFET source follower
circuits.
NOISE OF CLAMP AND SAMPLE CIRCUITS

In this and the following sections
expressions will be obtained and evaluated
for the various noise sources which contribute to the total output noise and they
will be evaluated and compared with the
measured results.
The clamping of capacitor Cc and the
sampling by T5 which sets CsH are subject
to the same considerations applied to the
preset of node A (Eq. 6) with respect to
the uncertainty of voltage on capacitors
Cc and CsH except there is no suppression
by the double sampling. Therefore, the
equivalent number of rms noise electrons
referred to the ceo channel, n0 , resulting
from the clamping operation at time t 2 Is
given by,
n

(7)

where n 1 which is given by Equation 6 is
the preset noise without COS. The effective
value of Roff which was observed was on the
order of JOB A which required the interval
t4-t2 to be less than 5 ~sec for suppression
of the preset noise. The reason for this
low value of Roff Is thought to be due to
surface leakage. Therefore, If very low
frequency operation Is desired then care
should be taken to reduce this leakage,
I~ the interval t4-t 2 Is much greater
than Roff C0 the preset noise will actually
be increased by the use of coS~ This increase occurs because the noise voltage
sampled at the times t2 and t4· are then
totally uncorrelated and when the difference

0

_,

I
=-

C (Pf) C (pf) 2 (8)
0
c

q

in which A2 Is the gain of MOSFET amplifier
T2 • A similar expression can be obtained for
noise due to the sample and hold,

nE =

qI

c

o
AA

2 4

~

(kT ) 2

C

SH

-

400 e
_;c
""~ Co (Pf)CSH (pf)2
2 4
(9)

in which A4 is the gain of amplifier T4.
Choosing suitably large values of Cc
and CsH will result in a negligible contribution of noise from the clamp and sample
operations. For the circuit which was
actually implemented the calculated noise
levels from these sources are n = 7 e- and
0
nE=9e-.
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The noise contributed by the buffer
source follower amplifiers T4 and T6 can
also be made acceptably small by proper
choice of components. In the realization
used in these measurements standard nchannel ~\OSFETS v1ere used which had a low
white noise (thermal noise) component
but unfortunately had~ rather high 1/f noise
which was characterized by a corner frequency
near 100 kHz. An increase in the output
noise at low frequencies was observed due
to this excess !"Ioise but it was not sufficiently large to significantly degrade the
subsequent measurements of other noise
sources.

of the 1/f noise will occur for a buried
channel HOSFET, vthi le a large amount of
excess noise will be introduced at the
lower clock rates if a surface channel
MOSFET were used.

THERMAL NOISE OF SOURCE FOLLOWER, T2

Besides suppressing the 1/f noise of
transistor Tz, the CDS circuit also affects
the white (thermal) noise component generated
by this device. In Figure 7 the level of
this noise is typically seen to be approximately 9 nv/Hz2. Unfortunately the effect
of CDS is to increase the contribution from
this source instead of suppressing lt. In
fact it will be shown that this noise comIff NOISE OF SOURCE FOLLOWER, T2
ponent is the dominant source of noise in
the entire output amplifier. The optimizaThe rms noise contributed by the amption of timing and band limiting which was
lifiers T4 and T6 is unaffected by the CDS
referred to in the lntroduction,which will
operation, hov1ever, the noise generated
now be discussed, is an attempt to decrease
by amplifier Tz is substantially modified
because the noise is generated before the CDS
the contribution of noise from this one
circuit. One effeCt on the noise of Tz vthich was source.
pointed OUt by White, et.a_l. 1 is that noise at
frequencies that are much less than (t4-tz)-1
The purpose of the single pole lo\.'1
is substantially suppressed. This characpass filter with time constant RtCJ which
follows T2 In Figure 4 is to band limit
teristic of CDS is especially effective in
suppressing the 1/f noise of Tz as long as
the thermal noise of transistor Tz and thus
to reduce its contribution to the rms noise.
the 1/f corner frequency of Tz is suffiThe effect of this bandlimiting is to introR
ciently low. If on the other hand the 1/f
noise corner is significantly greater than
duce correlation of this noise between the
(t4-tz)-1 then excess noise will be measured
two samples at t2 and t4. Taking this
correlation into account the resultant rms
at the output. Since 1/f noise in MOSFETS is
noise after band limiting and double sambelieved to be due to trapping in surface
states, substantial reduction in 1/f noise
pling is given by (see Appendix A),
can be obtained if these transistors are
-(t4-t2) 1
operated in a buried channel mode (I.e.,
2
the signal Is away from the Si-SiOz intercov;-2 ( I
)~[
2 (l - e ~ )] (10)
"s =-A- ;;--R
C
face). In Figure 6 the spectral density of
q 2
I I
the noise for several surface and buried
channel transistors shovJs the improvement
6
in which lfr is given bl
obtained with the buried channel devices.
2
To fabricate a buried channel transistor
It is only necessary to implant the
MOSFET with the same dose which was used
(I I)
to make the burled channel CCDs and to
then operate at sufficiently low current
levels to keep the channel buried. These
where Az = 9mRLI(l + 9mRL), RL is the load
devices have a 1/f corner around 50 kHz
resistor of the source follower and gffi is
which is seen to be well over an order of
the transconductance of the ~IOSFET Tz.
magnitude lower than the surface channel
From Eq. 10 It can be seen that either
device which are identical to the buried
decreasing the bandwidth of the RJCJ filter
channel devices in all respects except
(increasing the band limiting of the wide
they did not receive the implant.
band noise \fr ) or decreasing the ratio
(t4-tz/RtCJ), 2 (increasing the correlation
For reasons which vti 11 be discussed
between the two samples), wi 11 result in a
belo'1 the time interval (t4-tz)-1 should
decreased noise level. Therefore, it would
be set to 2 fC' so that for clock rates
appear desirable to increase RJCl while
greater than 25 kHz substantial suppression
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in noise is due to the lack of correlation
\'Jhlch exists bet\'Jeen the clamp and sample
pulse because the band limiting (which has
been optimized taking this effect into
account) is too wide to prOvide correlation
between the two samples. The effect is simiTo maximize this factor the largest possible
-lar to that discussed In Section VI In
amount of time should be given for the signal
which the preset noise could also be intransient to occur. Therefore, the sampl_~ at t4 creased by a factor of /2.
should occur just before the following preEvaluating Eq. 10 for the rmS noise
set occurs at ts(see Figure 5).
due to the thermal noise of T2 at a clock·
rate of 500 kHz, Including processing by
Another consideration which also limits
the CDS circuit (with timing and bandlimitlng
the maximum size of RtCJ is that a fraction
given in Eqs. 11-14) yields a n'ns noise level of
e-(t2-tl)IRC of the preset noise, "A' will
ns ~ 21 e-, which as pointed out previously
remain after the clamp has occurred because
Is the largest noise source in the output
of the correlation effects Introduced by
amplifier.
the bandlimltlng. 1 +
This fraction can be
decreased by minimizing the width of the
preset pulse (tt ~ t 0 ) and by clamping
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER NOISE MEASUREMENTS
(i.e., the sample at t2) just before the
Evaluating Eqs. 8, 9 and 10 and summing
signal is transfered at t3. Therefore,
the results (In quadrature) results in a
the tradeoff Involved in choosing the bandtotal expected output amplifier noise level
width of the low pass fi lterj RtCJ, is that
of 25 e-. In the lower curve in Figure 7
the wide band noise of T2 should be bandthe measured output amplifier noise is
limited to as low a frequency as possible
shown for a CCD which Is being clocked in
which Implies a long time constanti however,
reverse so that all dark current \'Jill be
this long time constant attenuates the sigclocked out the Input which isolates the
nal swing as v~ell as decreases the preset
noise due to the output circuit.
The
noise suppression.
measured value of 27 e- agrees very well with
A suitable compromise of the above
the expected value. At lovJ frequencies the
considerations:i·s to allow three to four time
noise is seen to Increase and this is due
to 1/f noise of the off chip MOSFETS T4
constants (RlCJ) between the preset and
and Th as discussed earlier in this section.
clamp pulses as well as between signal transfer and the sample pulse. The optimum
The simplest method to decrease the noise
level of the output amplifier is to decrease
timing subject to this constraint is given by
the capacitance, C0 , of the output node.
This procedure linearly increases the
( 12)
tl - to << Tc
responslvlty of the output without Increasing
tc
the noise voltage of any of the sources
( 13)
t2 - to "" t3 - t 0
which have been considered. Since the
2
noise Is referred to the CCD channel the
equivalent number of noise electrons, therefore,
(14)
t4 - t 0 ~ Tc
decreases linearly \'lith this capacitance.
It is expected an overall noise level of
and to obtain four time constants for the
10 e- could be achieved with a design of
above mentioned intervals the low pass filthe output node which minimizes C0 •
ter should have a bandwidth, f dB ~ l/2~RtCt,
3
given by
VII. DARK CURRENT NOISE
decreasing the time between the clamp and
sample pulses. However, as the time constant RICJ of the filter Is increased the
voltage swing which represents the signal
is attenuated by the factor, [l-e"(t4-t3)/RICI].

"'

( 15)

From Equation 14 it is found that with
this band limiting and timing sequence that
the effect of CDS on the noise, VT 2, (Eq. 11)
generated in T2 is to Increase the rms level
by a factor of /2. over the noise level which
would be obtained without COS. This increase

In the last section the noise which
was analyzed was the observed noise when
the device was clocked in reverse. In this
section will be discussed the origin of
the additional noise which Is measured when
the device is clocked normally. There is,
however, not yet any intentionally introduced signal charge.
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Since a ceo (burled or surface channel)
Is operated in deep depletion there exists
a thermal generation of carriers which Is
attemptin~to re-establish an equilibrium
condition.
The electrons generated in
this way are collected In the buried channel
along with the signal charge. The variation
in the amount of electrons generated and
subsequently collected is characterized
by shot noise, I.e., the number of rms
noise electrons is the square root of the
mean value of the collected electrons. For
a dark current level of Jo(amp/cm2) the
number of rms noise electrons, nJo Is given
by

(16)

where As Is the area of single stage (four
gates for a four phase device) and M is
the number of stages.
In the upper curve of Figure 7 the
measured noise Is shown for a device which
is clocked normally but the input Is biased
so that there Is no electrical introduction
of signal charge. The Increase in noise from
the lower curve which Is being clocked in
reverse is due to dark current. If these
two curves are subtracted in quadrature a
noise level of 21 e- is determined whiCh is
due to dark current and is In· good agreement with the value obtained from Eq. 16.
In general the dark current was found
to be characterized by shot noise as was
the case for the device In Figure ?, however, for devices in which localized
avalanching was occurlng (spikes) the noise
was sometimes In excess of shot noise.
VIII.

INPUT NOISE

In sections VI and VI I the noise was
determined for a ceo which is operated
without intentionally introduced signal
charge. This section and the next on
bulk trapping noise wi 11 investigate
those noise sources which are only
present when there is signal charge
being Introduced. In order to separate
the two components of this noIse it
is necessary to make use of their
characteristic spectral distributions.
In Figure 8 the measured spectral density
for device A In units of equivalent rms
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electrons squared (noise power) Is plotted
for the signal dependent noise.
This noise can be separated into a white
noise component which is due to the electrical
input of the signal charge and a part which
has a (I - cos2~f/fc) frequency dependence.
This Is the dependence to be expected for
bulk state trapplngH1 and will be investigated further in Section IX. From Figure 7
it Is obvious that in order to separate
out the input noise contribution It is only
necessary to measure the spectral density at
low frequency, where the trapping noise Is
suppressed. All the measurements presented
in this section were made using this technique.
The method of Introducing the Input
signal which .../as used was based on a low
noise scheme ...1hich was developed lndepen-.
dently at Bell Labs, 3 Texas lnstruments,2
and RCA. 4 This approach which will be
called the 11 fill and spill" method involves
application of the signal to an input gate
(see Figure

9).

The diode voltage is

Initially set so that there Is no charge
introduction into the channel. The Input
diode is then pulsed so that a full well
of charge Is Introduced Into the first
CCO well. The diode voltage is then restored
to Its Initial level and the capacitance
associated with the receiving well is then
discharged to a voltage level set by the
signal on the Input gate. At the termination of this process, charge stored in the
pinched-off transfer channel, under the
input gate is miniffial,-and uncertainties
associated ...lith its removal path are small.
The amount of charge introduced is the
difference between the input and the clock
voltages times the capacitance of the
receiving well, Cin" Analyses predict that
the number of rms noise electrons, "in
which are introduced Into the signal packet
using this input technique Is given by
ni n

=

!q

(a kTC.

)!J ,

1n

in which a is on the order of one18
In order to reduce the input noise
it Is only necessary to reduce the
size of the input capacitance, CJn•
This was done by constricting the
channel stop under the fl rst
well
so that the channel width was only
12 Mm wide as shown In Figure 10.
Since the operation of a buried channel

"1

( 17)

transistor in the regime near cutoff
not well understood, a will be treated
as a parameter and its value will be determined by fitting the data.
In the usual analysis the capacitance,
Cjn, is assumed to be a constant value,
independent of signal size. For a burled
channel input, however, as the signal size
decreases the input capacitance decreases.
There are two effects which cause this
decrease. In Figure 2 the distribution of
the signa I charge is shown into the sIll con
and as discUssed In section II, the distance
from the gate to the signal packet increases
with decreasing signal, thus decreasing the
capacitance. The second effect \'lhich decreases the effective capacitance for small
signals Is that the area that the signal
charge occupies decreases since a small
value of signal charge vii 11 not cover the
entire region under the gate. The signal
packet contracts toward th~ potential minimum which lies at the center of the gate. 14
To experimentally determine the actual
capacitance of the Input node, a small
change in voltage, b.V, was made on the input gate, which was biased at a voltage
corresponding to an input of NsiG electrons,
and the corresponding change in charge level,
b.Q, was monitored at the output. The capacitance, Cin (NsJG), was then calculated from
the expression
( 18)

The factor ~ takes into account the imperfect
modulation of the buried channel potential
by the gate above it. For the devices tested
the measured value of S was experimentally
determined to range from 0.8 to 0.9. A
typical result of this measurement is that
the input capacitance varies from 0.004 pF
for an input signal level of 2.5 x to4 eta 0.013 pF at 6 x 105 e-. The input noise
would, therefore, be expected to increase
by a factor of 1.8 over this signal range.
In Figure 11 the measured value of
input noise for device B is·
compared to the calculated value obtained
using the capacitance values determined
using Eq. 18 and an excellent fit to the
data results for a =. 1.1 In Eq. 17.
A very important point to note in this
figure is the extremely low noise levels
that were obtained for very small signals.

For example only 10 noise electrons were
introduced for the signal level of
6.2 x to3 e-. The rapid decrease In noise
for very small signals (< 104 e) is due to
the decrease in area occupied by the signal
charge. It is therefore, possible to inject
very low noise bias charge levels (slim
zeros). These bias charge levels are necessary to obtain optimum performance with
buried channel devices,
At higher signal levels the noise
Increases to approximately 50 noise electrons, this is still a very low level
(about 5 times lower than any previous
reported results) and verifies the expected
low noise characteristics of the input
structure shown In Figure 10.
There are some special characteristics
of this structure, however, which may I imit
its usefulness in certain applications that
are more demanding than noise measurements.
Due to the dependence of the input capacitance on signal level, the input has a
rather non-1 inear relationship bebteen
charge and voltage. A second difficUltY
is that because of the restricted size of
the first CCD well it \'IOUld require large
voltages on the input and the first ceo
gate in order to introduce a full well of
signa I charge,

VI.

BULK STATE TRAPPING

The extremely low noise levels which
were obtained for the other three ceo noise
sources has made possible extensive characterization of noise due to bulk state trapping. The spectral density of the trapping
noise was measured, as was its dependence
on clock frequency and signal level.
The trapping of signal charge in bulk
states affects the transfer efficiency and
noise of burled channel devices in a manner
similar to the way surface states determine
the noise and transfer efficiency of surface channel devices, A thorough discuss~on
of these effects has been· presented, 6 ' 9 ' 1
and only the points relating to the measurements to be presented will be reviewed In
the next section. Following this revie\'1
the results of spectral density measurements
wi 11 be presented as a function of sIgna 1
size and clock rate. In order to obtain
the density and emission times of the bulk
traps which are contributing to the noise
the double pulse measurements of the loss
will be presented, The double pulse technique
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vii II then be extended to noise measurements
and the emission times and densities
obtained from these measurements will be
compared with the results of the loss measurements.

REVIEW OF EFFECTS OF BULK STATE TRAPPING
The effect of impurities in the bulk
si 1icon is to introduce trapping levels,
which can be characterized by a single
emission time. When a sufficiently large
charge packet comes into contact with these
traps they are rapidly filled. This fi 11
time Is strongly dependent on signal size,
but except for very small signals it is
extremely fast compared to standard clock
rates (< 10 MHz). As the charge packet is
transferred to the next electrode, these
traps will emit a portion of the trapped
signal charge and this reemitted charge will
transfer along with the signal packet. However, after a transfer time Tt, addi tiona I
emitted charge will reside In trailing
charge packets, which results in charge
Joss from the Initial packet. To determine
the net amount of charge that Is lost from
a signal packet, it is necessary to know
the initial occupancy of the traps.
A simple case in which this occupancy
can easily be determined is the case of a
train of signal packets ( 11ones 11 ) which are
followed by a series of N empty packets
11
(
zeros 11 ) . The Joss per ~ransfer due to
bulk trapping in the first 11one 11 after Nz
zeros i s 6

( 19)

where V
is the volume that the signal
charge ~!He ones) occupy, N1 is the density
of the jth bulk trap which is characterized
by an emission time t 1, Tc is the clock
period and M is the number of transfers.
The rms noise, nM?T, introduced into

the first one after Nz• z~ros ls5

In the latter part of this section both
the loss, NV6ss and the noise n~~T. w iII be
measured as a function of Nz• From these
measurements the density and emission times
of the bulk states which are present in
the buried channel will be determined by
fitting the data to Eqs. 19 and 20.
Inspection of Eq. 19 and 20 indicates
that knowing the transfer time Tt is very
critical to interpretation of any data
which is fit to these equations. However,
the transfer time, Tt' Is a somewhat diffi-'
cult parameter to determine, since it
depends strongly on the clock waveform used
to drive the device and the dynamics of
charge transfer. A simpl if led model to
determine the dependence of the transfer
time on clock VJaveform is outlined in
Figure 12. In curve A of this figure the
channel potential Is shown with signal
charge being stored under the 01 v1ell. The
bulk states will therefore be completely
filled under this electrode. In curve B
the signal packet has transferred to ~2 and
the charge emitted from the bulk states
under 01 are swept into the adjacent 02 well.
This is the beginning of the transfer time
interval. In curve C the signal packet has
transferred to 03, and the emitted charge
is now sufficiently removed from the initial
charge packet so that there is an equal
probabi I ity for the signal charge to transfer
along with the signal packet or to transfer
Into the following packet and this wi 11 be
considered the end of the transfer time
interval. Using this model the transfer
time, Tt, for a four-phase device as a function of fractional overlap of adjacent clock
phases is found to be
(21 )

Since the overlap can vary from almost 0 to
3/4 a wide range of transfer times are possible for a single clock rate. This is in
contrast to the usual assumption for Tt
which is that Tt = TciP where p is the number
of clock phases.s,u From Eq. 16 and 23
it can be seen that the noise which is
contributed by a given species of bulk trap
can be varied substantially by simply varying the clock overlap, therefore care must
be taken to keep the overlap constant ln
order to obtain consistent data especially
in comparing data at different clock rates.

(20)

e
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-(NzTc+Tc)fTI

J

The noise due to bulk trapping has
several distinctive characteristics which

make it simple to separate from the other
CCD noise sources. Besides the dependence
on the occurrence of signal charge (given
by Eq. 20 for a simpl if fed case) it also
depends on the signal size. As the signal
charge increases in size, the volume It
occupies, and thus the number of bulk states
it interacts v1ith also Increase. This is
shown in Figure 2 in which the volume is
seen to increase from a 500 A wide layer
for a small signal to a 1500 A wide layer
for a large signal. Figure 2 is a onedimensional plot and therefore does not
Include the contraction of the signal packet to an area that is less than the size
of the gate. These edge effects will be
found to be Important for very small signals
and thus the volume (and therefore the noise)
ls found to decrease substantially at lov1
signal levels.
The most unambiguous characteristic
of bulk state 'trapping is the dependence
of the spectral density on frequency and
for the case of a continuous input signal
the spectral density has been calculated
by Thornber and Thompsett. 12 Their calculation has shoo,.m that because of the correlation \'lhich exists between noise in adjacent
charge packets (a deficit in one packet
results in excess in the adjacent packet)
the spectral density has a distribution
ns.T. (f), in units of equivalent rms noise
electrons (see Section Ill), given by
2
~2
0
2
2rrf
(I -cos-f-)
( "B.T. (f)= (nB.T.)

c

(22)

~1here ng.T. is calculated by setting Nz
0
1 n Eq. 20.
Thl s dependen~e was a I ready
exploited in the measurement of the input
noise (see Section VII I) and will be used
in the next part to provide unambiguous
Identification of the bulk state trapping
noise. Therefore, it will be possible to
obtain experimental verification of the
above theoretical expressions and it wil I
be found that satisfactory agreement was
obtained in a II cases. The first set of
measurements to be described wi 11 be spectral measurements for varying signal levels
and these \'lill be folloo,.Jed by a series of
rms voltage measurements in ~·1hich the
dominant bulk traps are identified.

by Eqn. 22. In Figure 8 the noise power has
been separated into two components. The
dashed line represents the contribution of
the input noise which \'las discussed In
Section VI I I, and added to this (since noise
power is being summed it Is a linear addition)
Is the noise due to bulk state trapping.
The solid line Is a fit to the trapping
component of the noise by the expression
for ns.T.(f) given in Eq. 22 in which N~.T.
was used as a curve fitting parameter. ·
The fit is found to be excellent for a value
of ng.T. ==52 e-. If only one type of bulk
state Is contributing to this noise and if
it is assumed that this bulk state has an
emission time of 0.7 ~sec (so that the peak
in the noise occurs at a 500 kHz clock rate),
then a trap density of 1 x toll cm-3 is
required to obtain the measured noise level.
Measurements as a functiOn of clock rate,
given later In this section, indicate there
Is a peak in the noise near 500 kHz so that
the assumption of a 0.7 ~sec trap emission
time appears valid. It should be noted
that the use of double pulse measurements
discussed at the beginning of this section
are a more accurate way to obtain the bulk
state density5 but it would require a high
clock rate (>511Hz) to observe this .7 1-1sec
level.
As discussed previously, as the size
of the signal charge increases then the
noise should increase. Figure 13 shows
the spectral density of the bulk state
trapping noise for signal levels from
1870 e- up to 7.5 x Jo5 e-. As expected
as the signal charge is increased, the
amount of bulk state trapping noise, also
increases. For each signal level the
characteristic (I -cos 2~f/fc) spectral
dependence is clearly observed. It is
interesting to note that for the
signal level of 6250 e- the rms number of
noise electrons vtas 42 e-, whereas for
the even lower level of 1870 e- the rms
number of noise electrons is only 16 e-.
For this range of input signal the number
of noise electrons is decreasing almost
proportionally with the signal level. This
is due to the contraction of the charge
packet to a reduced area in the center of
the electrode. This result is significant
for very low light-level imaging where it
is important that trapping noise not degrade
small signals.

SPECTRAL DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
The purpose of these measurements v1as
to verify the spectral dependence predicted

A more direct plot of the bulk state
trapping noise as a function of signal level
is given in Figure 14 for three different
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devices. In this figure the rms noise
power Is plotted as a function of signal
level and is determined by integration of
noise power curves like those In Figure 13
using Eq. 5. The noise is seen to rise
rapidly at small signal levels (an increasing
area of the electrode is being filled with
signal) and then to rise slowly \'lith further
increases In signal size as the charge
packet Increases Its volume by spreading
toward the surface Is shown In Figure 2.
Even though all three of these devices were
processed at the same time (In fact A and C
were on the same slice}_, the bu!k state
trapping noise at NsJG = 4 x 10 e- Is quite
variable ranging from 34 e- for device B
to 55 e- for device D.
An important characteristic of bulk
state trapping is its dependence on clock
rate. Figure 15 shows a plot of the rms
number of noise electrons for two devices,
and the clock frequency dependence of the
noise is readily observable. However,
since there are no well~defined peaks and
nulls in the noise., It is difficult to
determine from this figure the individual
emission times and densities of the bulk
states that are giving rise to the noise.
In fact, it seems likely that there are
several states of varying densities and
emission times which., when added together,
result in the relatively smooth clock rate
dependence seen in Figure 15. One aspect
of this figure that can be commented on
Is the Increase in noise of device A as
the clock rate is decreased to 50 kHz.
From double pulse measurements to be
described In the next section Identifies
a bulk trap which has a 12 ~sec emission
time. From these measurements It Is
predicted that this trap should yield a
peak noise of 55 e-at a 45kHz clock
rate., which is consistent with the data
presented here in Figure 16.
Figures 12 through 16 show data from
only a few devices, but these results are
typical of the much broader sampling that
was measured. For a signal Input of 5 x
105 e- at a clock rate of 500 kHz the bulk
trapping noise for 10 devices was found to
range from a low of 37 e- to a high of 96 e-.
From spectral density measurements
it is possible to unambiguously identify
how much noise is due to bulk state trapping but It is difficult to extract Information about which bulk traps are contributing
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to the noise. In the next section a different type of measurement will be described
which measures the emission times and dens! ties of these traps.

DOUBLE PULSE MEASUREMENTS OF LOSS
Equation 19 suggests a very simple
measurement to determine the emission rates
of the bulk traps5 whlch is analoguous to
the double pulse measurements first performed on surface channel devices by Carnes
and Kosonocky. 11 The experiment proceeds
by measuring the loss In the leading-edge
of a series of ones as a function of the
number of zeros between sets of ones. If
this is plotted on semi-log paper, using
Eq. 19, emission times of the bulk traps
can easily be identified.
In conducting these measurements on
buried channel devices, a refined technique
was developed. Reference to Figure 16(a)
Indicates the difficulty In accurately
quantizing the transfer Inefficiency of a
very lo\'1-IOss CCO shift regiSter. It is
unrealistic to expect accurate visual
estimation of the leading edge loss or
trailing edge residue. It Is difficult to
amplify this waveform and Investigate the
differences In the leading or trailing
pulses without exceeding the dynamic range
of the preamplifier or osci11oscope. Without an improved technique, the device in Fig.
16a woUld be described as·havlng a charge
transfer efficiency of about 0.99999. The
improved procedure Involves sequentially
sampling-and-holding the ceo output resultIng from the first and second packets In
the pulse train. Since for a small amount
of loss from the first packet., the sampleand-hold output Is a de level corresponding
to the pulse-train level with a slight
perturbation due to the difference in the
first two pulse amplitudes, It is possible
to ac-couple and amplify this difference
without dynamic range problems. The resulting waveform Is shown in Figure 16(b).
The transition from the first pulse level
to the second is clearly 10 mV. Since
for devices with very small loss., the loss
Is confined to the first packet, the transfer efficiency can be calculated from this
figure and is found to be .999992.
Figure 17 shows curves for two
devices which give very close agreement
with Eq. 19. The data are plotted as a
function of time between pulse trains

instead of the number of zeros to facilitate
the extraction of information about the
emission time of the bulk states, The Joss
is expressed as a fraction of the signal
packet lost out of the first one after Nz
zeros, The solid lines in this figure are
calculated curves using the expression
given in Eq, 19. A summary of the results
obtained from this measurement Is given in
Table 1. The bulk state densities given
in this table were calculated using a
charge packet volume of 2 x lo-10 cm-3,
(whiCh is Obtained from a potential profile
calculation) for devices A and B. The
signal packet size used in the measurement
was 7 x 105 e- for both devices.

function of NzTc is shown and as expected the
noise exhibits peaks near 12 ~sec and 900 ~sec.
In addition, another peak is seen to appear
which corresponds to an emission time of
20 ms which was out of the range of the loss
measurements. In this Figure only the noise
dependent on Nz is plotted,
An express ion for
can be derived from Eq. 20
by only keeping the terms dependent on Nz;

n:/.:

2

-(NT + T )

\'

(n~:P.)= MVSIG /

z c

N1 e

t

1'f

(23)

J
For device A there were two bulk
states .,.1hich contributed to the loss; one
with
emission time of 900 ~sec and the
other with a 12 ~sec emission time. Device
B only exhibited trapping by the bulk
state .,.lith a 900 ~sec emission time.
Measurements of thermally stimulated capacitance2q1ave shown that gold has an emission
time of 900 ~sec and on this basis the 900
~sec bulk state observed In these CCDs Is
Identified as resulting from gold impurities.
Further evidence for this identification is
provided by Collett19 who made variable
temperature measurements on a buried channel
MOSFET and determined that the bulk state
which had a 900 ~sec I lfetlme was located
~.54 eV from the band edge which Is the
location of one of the gold trap energy
levels.
The Impurity which has a 12 ~sec
emission time that was observed in device A
has not been identified.

DOUBLE PULSE MEASUREMENTS OF NOISE
From the double pulse measurements of
loss several bulk states were identified,
If a similar double pulse measurement is
made but instead of measuring loss in the
fl rst 11one 11 after Nz 11 zeros 11 , the rms noise
Is measured, a peak in the noise should
occur when the time between the ones, NzTc,
is approximately equal to the emission time
of these bulk states (Eq. 20) •. For example,
for device A there should be a peak in the
noise near 12 ~sec and 900 ~sec. In Figure
18 the measured noise of device A as a

The solid 1 lnes in Figure 18 are a fit to
the data using this expression in which
the bu 1k state densities Ni are treated as a
curve fitting parameter. The same emission
times that were used to fit the data in the
double pulse loss measurements in (Figure 17)
were used in fitting this data.
The bulk densities determined to be a
best fit_are 2.0 x toll cm-3 for the bulk
state with the 12 ~sec emission time and
2.4 x JOll cm-3 for the bulk states wl th
the 900 ~sec and 20 msec emission times.
These values compare favorably with those
obtained by the loss measurements which
are given In table I for device A.
The tvro sets of data, shown as triangles
and dots in Figure 18 correspond to tv10
separate sets of measurements. The variation in these two sets of data gives an
i ndi cation of the repro due i b fli ty of the
measurement.

X.

CONCLUSIONS

Noise measurements were made on a
linear 150 stage buried channel CCD. The
total device noise vtas found to be composed
of four components; the electrical insertion of signal charge, bulk state trapping,
dark current noise, and the output amp I ifier.
We did not observe any of the extraneous
excess noise sources such as pulser noise
and abnormally high Input noise which have
been observed by previous authors. 13 J 20
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In making these measurements the
concept of correlated double sampling1 was
used in an output amplifier v1hich had a
noise level which was equivalent to Jess
than 30 noise electrons. The dominant
noise sources in this amplifier were
dl scussed.
A low noise input structure2 ' 3 ' 4 for
electrical insertion of signal charge was
used wh 1ch i nt reduced a sIgna 1 which had a
noise level \>lhich ranged from 10 to 60 e-.
The extremely lov1 noise levels which
were obtained at the input and output made
possible direct measurement of the noise
due to bulk state trapping.
In fact, even
for very high quality devices (transfer
efficiency> .99999) because of the advances
made In reducing the input and output noise,
it was possible to observe the noise due to
bulk states. The spectral density of the
bulk state noise was presented as a function of frequency and signal level and
was found to be in good agreement with the
theoretical modeling for trapping noise.

In this appendix the effect of the
correlated double sampling on a band-limited
white noise source, V, will be derived.
The band-limiting wil~ be assumed to be
performed by an RC single-pole low-pass
filter.
If thermal noise in resistor R of
this filter Is non-negligible, it may be
treated as all or part of V0 •
First, the autocorrelation function,
R(t), of the band-limited noise must be
derived. This can be found by taking the
Fourier transform of the single-sided
noise power spectrum (vn2 H2(w)],

(A-I)

0

v1here H2(w) Is the transfer function of
the low pass fi Iter,
(A-2)
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(A-3)
Evaluating the integral of Eq. (A-1), the
following result is obtained:

R(t)=V

-t/ RC

2

(A-4)

Be

n

where B is the noise bandwidth of a singlepole RC filter
I

(A-5)

B = 4RC

The rms output voltage of the CDS,
Vcos' is the difference in the input voltage
level, V(t), at two points in time separated
by a time interval fit, which Is given b/ 3

~

2

VCOS =lim

T~~

.f

T
[V(t)]

2

dt

0

(A-6)
T->«>

ANALYSIS OF NOISE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF
CORRELATED DOUBLE SAMPLING FOR BANOLI Ml TEO
WHITE NOISE

2~ {ejWt Vn 2 H2 (w)dw

I
we = RC

-lim

APPENDIX A

R(t) =

in which We is the 3 dB point of the RC
fi Iter

2

TJ

T

[V(t +ilt)]

2

dt

o

where it has been assumed that V(t) is
stationary. Using the definition of an
autocorrelation function
T
R(llt) =lim
V(t)V(t +llt)dt
(A-7)
T->oo

(VCDS)

2

t

f

0

can be rewritten as

2
VCOS = 2 [R(o) - R(llt)]

(A-8)

Substituting (A-4) into (A-8) the following
result is obtained:

(A-9)

If this voltage level is referred to
the ceo channel and then multiplied by the
ceo output capacitance, the noise level is
then converted 1nto noise e 1ec t rons, hCDS'

"cos

=

covn [2B(I - .-llt/RC)l

"""Aq

(A-10)

where A is the amplification between the CCD
output and the noise source Vn•
To obtain Eq. 7 the appropriate wide
band noise, vn, to substitute into A-~ is
the thermal noise of Roff• (4kT Roff)2,
which is band limited by C0 ,1resulting in
a noise bandwidth of B = 4RoffCo •
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One end of the linear
shift register used in
the noise measurements.
Figure 3.
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The test set-up used for
the noise measurements.
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Figure 4.
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used to implement correlated double sampl
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current noise of device A.
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The voltage waveform
observed at point B
inFigure4.
Figure 8.

Measured spectral density
of noise power showing
peaking at high frequency
due to bulk state trapping.
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Comparison of noise
voltage for buried and

surface channel MOSFETS.
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Input structure for the
fill and spill input
technlque. 2 '
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A simplified model for
charge transfer used to
estlmate,transfer time.

A photomicrograph of the
low noise input structure.
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Figure 13.
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The spectral density of
noise pov1er due to bulk
trapping as a function
of signal level, NSIG•
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Input noise vs. signal
level for device E.
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Measured dependence of bulk
trapping noise on input
charge level.
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FCgure 15.

Measured dependence of
bulk state trapping noise
on ceo clocking frequency.
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The double pulse measurements of loss due to bulk
state trapping with the
solid lines obtained by
fitting to Equation 19.
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Figure 16.

Measurement of transfer
efficiency for ceo.
(a) Pulse Train Response
(b) Sample and Hold Output
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Figure 18.
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The double pulse measurement of noise due to bulk
state trapping with the
solid I ines obtained by

fitting to Equation 20.
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